
 

On the practice of administering NMN intravenously 

 

 

● Neither the dangers nor the effects have been properly assessed 

No clinical trials have been conducted to investigate the health risks of direct administration 

of NMN into the bloodstream by infusion. In addition, it is unknown in both humans and 

mice what kind of effect NMN has when administered directly into the bloodstream. While 

the safety of oral ingestion has been verified, it is neither known whether intravenous NMN 

is safe nor whether the expected effects of NMN can even be obtained by the intravenous 

method. 

 

● Oral intake and intravenous drip are extremely different 

Daily oral ingestion of NMN is completely different from monthly or otherwise less consistent 

intravenous injection. The difference is roughly analogous to eating a 700 kcal meal three 

times a day compared to 63,000 kcal meals once a month. The latter does not provide the 

same nutrition as the former.  

 

● Intravenous drip pharmaceuticals are regulated for fever-causing endotoxins 

Pharmaceuticals administered directly into the bloodstream are highly regulated for trace 

amounts of a bacterial substance called endotoxin due to the risk of fever. The unit of 

endotoxin amount defined by the US FDA is called the endotoxin unit (EU), and this unit is 

used internationally. 5 EU per kg of body weight is the typical threshold for fever symptoms. 

The minimum standard accepted for regulated injection solution in Japan is 0.25 EU per ml, 

so if you weigh 50 kg and exceed 1000 ml, you should consider the risk of fever due to 

endotoxin. 

 

● There is no endotoxin regulation for NMN infusion 

Since NMN is not a pharmaceutically approved substance, endotoxin contamination is not 

regulated. In-hospital-dispensed NMN infusion at the discretion of the individual doctor is 

possible in procedures that are not covered by health insurance. But unregulated NMN 

infusion is not subject to the same quality control as pharmaceuticals. One NMN IV product 

on the market is labeled as containing 0.7 EU per ml. This value is nearly three times the 

standard for pharmaceutical injection solutions. NMN infusion solutions on the market may 

contain many substances that may cause fever. 



 

● MIRAILAB BIOSCIENCE NMN endotoxin limitation 

As described above, the safety of direct administration of NMN into the bloodstream by 

infusion has not been sufficiently confirmed, and the scientific basis for obtaining beneficial 

effects by NMN infusion is insufficient. MIRAILAB BIOSCIENCE does not currently 

manufacture intravenously administered NMN products. We will observe these standards, 

including the highest purity at EU levels well within regulations, as well as the evidence of 

research results in considering intravenous products. 


